INSTALL BLOCKING IN CEILING AT CENTER DISTANCES OF MOUNTING HOLES AS SHOWN ON FIXTURE SUBMITTAL DRAWING.
CUT OUT HOLE IN CEILING TO ALLOW WIRES PASSING THROUGH JUNCTION PLATE TO CONNECT WITH POWER WIRES FOR FIXTURE. SEE SUBMITTAL DRAWING FOR LOCATION OF JUNCTION PLATE ON FIXTURE.
REMOVE JUNCTION PLATE FROM FIXTURE. INSTALL APPROVED CONDUIT CONNECTOR ON JUNCTION PLATE. PULL FIXTURE WIRES THROUGH CONDUIT CONNECTOR ON JUNCTION PLATE AND CONNECT TO BUILDING POWER WIRING. SEE ABOVE COLOR CODING OF WIRES.
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INSTALL JUNCTION PLATE BACK ONTO FIXTURE AND AFFIX WITH PROVIDED SCREWS.
USING #8 OR #10 WOOD SCREWS, INSERT SCREWS INTO MOUNTING HOLES IN FIXTURE AND AFFIX SCREWS INTO BLOCKING ABOVE CEILING